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Preface

With this book, we conclude a four-year project (2015–2018) about semi-
presidentialism in transitional regimes. The overall purpose of this broader
project was to provide new theoretical and empirical knowledge on the
implications of semi-presidentialism in transitional regimes. We have
examined to what extent and in what ways the institutional interaction
between the president, prime minister, and parliament matters to governability in semi-presidential regimes. The project has produced large-N
studies on democracy and government performance (Sedelius and Linde
2018), diffusion and choice of constitutional regimes (Åberg 2017), and
a number of focused comparisons and single-case studies on inter-
institutional relations in semi-presidential regimes in Central and Eastern
Europe (Raunio and Sedelius 2017; Sedelius 2015, 2016; Sedelius and
Åberg 2018).1
In terms of conceptual and theoretical framing and level of empirical
ambition, research on semi-presidentialism has made significant strides
forward during the past two decades. Yet, in a meta-analysis of this subfield, Åberg and Sedelius (2018) identified a number of important gaps.
Among these, they call for more research on political leadership and elites,
public administration, informal avenues of influence, and studies that
explore the challenges involved in distinguishing between domestic and
foreign policies in the context of semi-presidential regimes. The objective
of our book is to at least offer exploratory insights about these topics and
to encourage further research on intra-executive coordination mechanisms and on presidential strategies and behavior.
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PREFACE

This comparative study focuses on actual power-sharing and institutional coordination between the president and the prime minister.
Anchored in the new institutionalist tradition, and by no means ignoring
formal constitutional rules, party-political dynamics, or the broader societal context, our core idea is to reach further into the halls of executive
power-sharing. We are especially interested in the level of institutional
coordination at the point where the two executives need to interact
directly or indirectly to reach policy goals. In contrast to much of existing
comparative work on semi-presidentialism, we emphasize the role of institutions at the most concrete level of executive policy-making. In order to
reach ‘behind the scenes’ and to go beyond most obvious data on political
and institutional conditions, we draw mainly on a set of unique expert
interview data in Finland, Lithuania, and Romania. Theoretically, we
develop a tentative framework based on four strands of literature: semi-
presidentialism, public administration, political leadership, and foreign
policy analysis. To policy-makers and other stakeholders that might take
an interest, we hope that our study will contribute to an increased understanding about effective leadership and policy coordination in semi-
presidential regimes.
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Note
1. The references are found in the bibliography section of Chap. 1.
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